We study the problem of computing the minimal number of adjacent, non-intersecting block interchanges required to transform a permutation into the identity permutation. In particular, we use the graph of a permutation to compute that number for a particular class of permutations in linear time and space, and derive a new tight upper bound on the so-called transposition distance.
Introduction
The problem we study is a particular case of a problem called genome rearrangement [1, 2] , which is motivated by applications in biology. The genome rearrangement problem can be formulated as follows: given two genomes, find the minimum number of evolutionary events transforming one into the other. This number is defined as the distance between the two genomes.
The model we are interested in applies to the case where the order of genes is known and where all genomes share the same set and number of genes (without duplications), which allows us to represent them by permutations. It is easy to show that what we have defined as a distance is indeed a distance on the set of all permutations (i.e. it satisfies the three usual axioms).
We will consider only one operation on permutations: biological transpositions, which consist in moving a block of contiguous elements from one place to another one. This problem was first introduced in 1995 by Bafna and Pevzner [3] , and is generally considered harder than similar problems. In particular, neither its complexity, nor even the diameter of the transposition distance (i.e. the maximal value it can reach), is known, which has led several authors to design polynomial-time approximation algorithms (whose best known ratio 1 is 3 2 [3, 5, 6] ) as well as using and comparing heuristics [5, 7, 8, 9 ]. An interesting property of this distance is that the transposition distance between any two permutations π, σ is the same as the distance between σ −1 • π and the identity permutation
Funded by the "Fonds pour la Formationà la Recherche dans l'Industrie et dans l'Agriculture" (F.R.I.A.). 1 A 1.375−approximation has recently been proposed in [4] . ι = (1 2 · · · n). Therefore, the problem of transforming a permutation into another one using as few transpositions as possible is the same as that of sorting a permutation using the minimum number of transpositions. In what follows, we refer to the latter number as the distance of π, noted d(π). While other authors have tried to find the shortest possible sequences of transpositions that sort a permutation, we have chosen to focus on computing their length.
In this paper, we make use of the common graph of a permutation rather than of the "cycle graph" introduced in [3] . A step in this direction was mentioned in [10] and successfully used to compute another rearrangement distance in [11] . As we suspected, it proved fruitful for our problem too: we were able to show that the distance of some nicely characterized permutations, namely those who fix even or odd elements and another class derived from those two, can be computed in linear time, using a formula that completely bypasses any graph structure used so far. Furthermore, we use those permutations to derive a tight upper bound on the transposition distance of every permutation.
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we review previous results and typical notations. In Section 3, we introduce a graph that we use in Section 4 to provide a formula for computing the distance of some special permutations in linear time. In Section 5, we use those to derive an upper bound on the transposition distance of every permutation. Finally, we discuss our results in Section 6 and suggest some open questions of interest.
Notations and Preliminaries
Permutations are denoted by lower case Greek letters, typically π, and S n is the set of all permutations of {1, 2, ..., n}. For any permutation π in S n , the transposition τ (i, j, k) with 1 ≤ i < j < k ≤ n + 1 applied to π exchanges the closed intervals determined respectively by i and j − 1 and by j and k − 1, transforming π into π • τ (i, j, k). So τ (i, j, k) is the following permutation:
The usual notation is shorter than the one we have just used to describe transpositions, i.e. we write a permutation π in S n as (π 1 π 2 · · · π n ). Bafna and Pevzner [3] define the cycle graph of π as the bicoloured directed graph G(π), whose vertex set consists of the elements of π plus two new elements π 0 = 0 and π n+1 = n + 1, and whose edge set consists of:
The set of black and gray edges decomposes in a single way into alternate cycles, i.e. cycles which alternate black and gray edges, and we note the number of such cycles c (G(π) ). An alternate cycle of G(π) is odd (resp. even) if it contains an odd (resp. even) number of black edges, and we note c odd (G(π)) (resp. c even (G(π))) the number of odd (resp. even) alternate cycles of G(π). Bafna and Pevzner proved the following lower bound on the transposition distance.
For a permutation π, define an ordered pair (π i , π i+1 ) as a breakpoint if π i+1 = π i + 1. The number of breakpoints of π is denoted by b(π). Christie [5] decomposes permutations into strips, which he defines as maximal intervals containing no breakpoint. He denotes gl(π) the reduced version of π, obtained as follows: assuming π has r strips, remove strip 1 if it begins with 1, strip r if it ends with n, replace every other strip with its minimal element and finally, renumber the resulting sequence so as to obtain a permutation of S r (r ≤ n).
We say that π and σ are equivalent by reduction if gl(π) = gl(σ), which we also write as π ≡ r σ. Since we are presenting a new upper bound on the transposition distance of every permutation, it is only fair that we conclude this section with the ones that were previously shown.
Another Useful Graph
We will make use of a variant of the well-known graph of a permutation. The Γ −graph of a permutation π in S n is the directed graph Γ (π) with vertex set
, which we also denote C, in Γ (π), and call it a k−cycle. We say that such a cycle is positively oriented if k ≥ 3 and its elements can be written as a strictly increasing sequence, negatively oriented if k ≥ 3 and its elements can be written as a strictly decreasing sequence, and unoriented otherwise.
For instance, in Fig. 1 , cycle (4, 2, 1) is negatively oriented, cycle (5) is unoriented, and cycle (3, 6, 7) is positively oriented. Note that every 1−cycle
The Γ −graph of the permutation (4 1 6 2 5 7 3) and every 2−cycle is unoriented. In a quite similar fashion to the parity of cycles defined in the context of G(π), we say that a k−cycle of Γ (π) is odd (resp. even) if k is odd (resp. even). Likewise, we note c(Γ (π)) the number of cycles of Γ (π), and c odd (Γ (π)) (resp. c even (Γ (π))) the number of odd (resp. even) cycles of Γ (π).
An Explicit Formula for Some Permutations
We define a γ−permutation as a reduced permutation that fixes even elements (thus n must be odd), and show (Theorem 6) that the distance of such a permutation, and several others, can be computed quickly, without the need of the cycle graph.
Proposition 1. For every γ−permutation π in S n :
corresponding to an odd element π i is both the starting point of an edge ((i, π i ), (π i , π j1 )) and the ending point of an edge ((j 2 , i), (i, π i )). Since π i is odd and π is a γ−permutation, π i + 1 is mapped onto itself, and π j1 precedes π i + 1 in π. In G(π), those edges are each transformed into one sequence of two edges (gray-black for the first one, black-gray for the second one):
I.e. the outgoing edge of (i, π i ) in Γ (π) is transformed in one of the following ways (according to the relative positions of π i and π j1 ):
Similarly, the incoming edge of (i, π i ) in Γ (π) is transformed in one of the following ways (according to the relative positions of π i and π j2 ): We derive the following lower bound from Proposition 1 and Theorem 1.
Proof. Straightforward.
We will first study permutations such that odd elements form only one cycle in Γ (π), distinguishing the case of oriented cycles and that of unoriented ones.
Oriented Cycles
We define an α−permutation as a reduced permutation that fixes even elements and whose odd elements form one oriented cycle in the graph Γ , and refer to the long cycle formed by the n+1 2 odd elements as its main cycle.
Proposition 2. For every
2 mod 2 . We assume that the main cycle of Γ (π) is positively oriented (a similar proof is easily obtained in the negative case).
if n+1
2 is odd, consider transpositions τ 1 (2, 4, n + 1), τ 2 (1, 3, n) ; then an optimal sequence of n+1 2 − 1 transpositions that sorts π is is even, consider again transpositions τ 1 , τ 2 defined above, and also transpositions τ 3 (2, 3, n + 1), τ 4 (1, 2, n + 1); then an optimal sequence of n+1 2
transpositions that sorts π is
Short of space, we omit the proof that those sequences indeed sort our permutations, but this can be easily shown by induction.
Unoriented Cycles
We now show that the orientation of a cycle does not matter, i.e. Proposition 2 still holds if the main cycle of Γ (π) is unoriented. We will make use of so-called exchanges to simplify the proofs, namely bypassing the construction of optimal sequences. An exchange exc(i, j) is the permutation that exchanges elements in positions i and j, thus transforming every permutation π into the permutation π • exc(i, j).
We will only use exchanges of the form exc(i, i + 2k) with k ≥ 1; such an exchange can be simulated by two transpositions, but the correspondence between those two types of operations is not that straightforward when exchanges are composed.
We say that two edges
do not contain each other and have a non-empty intersection. The four possible configurations for crossing edges are shown in Fig. 2 .
We define a β−permutation as a reduced permutation that fixes even elements and whose odd elements form one unoriented cycle in the graph Γ . Clearly, the main cycle of the Γ −graph of every β−permutation π (except (3 2 1)) contains crossing edges. We are going to transform π into a permutation σ that reduces to an α−permutation, and this will be achieved through the removal of crossing edges using a certain sequence E of exchanges. We thus get the following upper bound on the distance of a β−permutation π:
where f (E ) gives the minimum number of transpositions having the same effect on π as E does. Finding σ is not difficult, but we have to find a σ such that our upper bound is minimized.
To eliminate a crossing, we just have to make the ending point of one edge become the starting point of the one it crosses, and this will be achieved using a sequence of exchanges of the form described in the following proposition. By a path, we mean the sequence of edges joining the extremities of the crossing edges as mentioned above, and we will refer to the elimination of this path as the contraction of it. The following proposition will be useful.
Proposition 3. For both sequences E = exc(i, i+2)•exc(i, i+4)•· · ·•exc(i, i+ 2t) and F = exc(i, i + 2t) • · · · • exc(i, i + 4) • exc(i, i + 2) of t exchanges:
Proof. For any valid i, t, E and F reduce to an α−permutation π whose main cycle is a (t + 1)−cycle, and by Proposition 2: 3 2 1), the thesis is easily verified; else the main cycle of Γ (π) contains at least one crossing.
If the main cycle of Γ (π) contains only one crossing, then there is a path of t edges joining the two crossing edges; this path can be contracted by a sequence of t exchanges, sorting the elements belonging to that part of the cycle. For instance, in case (a) of Fig. 2 , it suffices to apply the sequence exc(i 2 
, and those t exchanges correspond to exactly t + (t mod 2) transpositions (Proposition 3).
Once this path has been contracted, t vertices have been removed from the main cycle of Γ (π) and this results in a permutation σ reducible to an α−permutation. We have:
which verifies our thesis.
In the case where several crossings exist, one must be careful not to contract paths "individually". Indeed, if we were to contract p such paths of t g edges (1 ≤ g ≤ p) in that way, we would have to use p g=1 t g exchanges to contract them all, which would correspond to p g=1 (t g + (t g mod 2)) transpositions. This can actually be improved by exchanging the last exchanged element in the first contracted path with the first element of the next path to contract, then continue the contraction of the latter with dependent exchanges as before, and repeating the same process whenever need be. For instance, Fig. 3 shows the transformation of a β−permutation into a permutation reducible to an α−permutation in two different ways. Scenario (a) uses 3+3 exchanges = 8 transpositions (Proposition 3), whereas scenario (b) uses the same number of exchanges, but requiring this time only 6 transpositions.
Every β−permutation π containing p paths of t g edges to contract (1 ≤ g ≤ p) can thus be transformed into a permutation σ reducible to an α−permutation such that d(π, σ) = T + T mod 2, where T = p g=1 t g . The transpositions representing those exchanges will eliminate T vertices from the main cycle of Γ (π), which yields the following upper bound:
which equals the lower bound given above.
Distance of γ−Permutations
Every permutation π can be sorted by eliminating each cycle of Γ (π) individually using exchanges (and therefore also using only transpositions), so that each elimination does not modify other cycles. This strategy yields the following upper bound on d(π).
Lemma 2. For every permutation π, consider its disjoint cycle decomposition
We now show that the lower bound of Lemma 1 is reached.
Proposition 5.
For every γ−permutation π in S n :
Proof. Each cycle of Γ (π) is either oriented or unoriented, and the distance of both kinds of cycles is known (Propositions 2 and 4). Denote odd(Γ (π)) (resp. even(Γ (π))) the set of odd (resp. even) cycles of Γ (π); by Lemma 2, we have:
And since every element belongs to exactly one cycle, the last sum equals n and Lemma 1 verifies the thesis.
Note that Proposition 5 can be expressed in a more general way: by Theorem 2, we know that π needs not be reduced, and adding k 1−cycles to Γ (π) at any position increases both n and c odd (Γ (π)) by k, so Equation 4 still holds. The same Theorem allows us to ask for odd elements to be fixed, instead of even ones; we then have π 1 = 1, and we can reduce π to a γ−permutation (e.g. (1 4 3 6 5 8 7 2) ≡ r ( 3 2 5 4 7 6 1)). This result can also be extended using toric permutations, introduced in [13] and further studied in [14] . We borrow the latter author's notations; let us note, for x ∈ {0, 1, 2, ..., n}:
Define a circular permutation obtained from a permutation π in S n as π
. This circular permutation can be read starting from any position, and the original linear permutation is reconstructed by taking the element following 0 as π 1 and removing 0. Define the following operation on circular permutations:
Then for π in S n , the corresponding toric permutation is π • • , which is the set of permutations obtained from m + π
• with 0 ≤ m ≤ n.
Therefore, if n is odd and all odd elements of π in S n occupy odd positions and form an increasing subsequence modulo n + 1, then π ∈ σ
•
• where σ satisfies the conditions described right after Proposition 5. Indeed, if n is odd, adding 1 (mod n+ 1) to each element of π
• transforms n into 0, i.e. the new starting point of the resulting permutation, and all odd elements into even ones; therefore π is transformed into a permutation whose even elements are all fixed, and we have the following. 
Theorem 6. For every π in S n that fixes even or odd elements:
d(π) = n − c odd (Γ (π)) .
A New Upper Bound
We now show that the right-hand side of Equation 5 is an upper bound on the transposition distance. First we show why γ−permutations are so important.
Theorem 7.
Every permutation π in S n , except ι, can be obtained from a γ−permutation σ in S n+k by removing k even elements in σ.
Proof. If π = ι is no γ−permutation, just add a 1−cycle to Γ (π) between every ordered pair (π i , π i+1 ) (1 ≤ i ≤ n − 1) of non-fixed elements and reduce the resulting permutation π in order to obtain a γ−permutation σ ∈ S n+k . This operation can clearly be reverted, and this completes the proof.
We can now prove our main result.
Proof. Let σ be the γ−permutation from which π = ι is obtained by deletion of k even elements. Cycles in Γ (σ) can all be sorted individually by sequences of exchanges for which we know the corresponding minimal number of transpositions (Proposition 5), and all these exchanges still work on Γ (π) (after accordingly adapting some of them). Therefore, we can claim that d(π) ≤ d(σ), and:
And even though ι cannot be obtained from a γ−permutation, it is clear that our thesis holds for it too, since d(ι) = 0 ≤ n − n.
Conclusions and Future Plans
Using a well-known graph, we were able to show that the transposition distance of some nicely characterized permutations can be computed in linear time, bypassing the classical structure introduced in [3] . In fact, no graph at all is needed, since decomposing a permutation into "classical cycles" is quite a trivial algorithm, running in linear time. Such an approach has proved most successful for computing another rearrangement distance in [11] , and we are confident it is of great interest, certainly not just for the transposition distance. Furthermore, we also proved that the formula used to compute this distance is actually an upper bound on the transposition distance of every permutation. Several questions arise. Firstly, this new upper bound in Equation (5) is sometimes better, sometimes worse than the bounds in Equations (1), (2) and (3), and we want to tighten it. Table 1 compares our result with previous ones, giving the number of cases where it is at least as good as that of Theorems 3, 4, and 5. Apart from a fast approximation of the transposition distance, this could also help determine the maximal value of d(π), which is still an open problem, as is the complexity of sorting by transpositions.
Secondly, the permutations characterized in Theorem 6 are not the only ones to reach our upper bound. Can the set of all such permutations be characterized?
Finally, there might be other useful permutation-related notions in combinatorics that are as well-known and eluded in the theory of genome rearrangement as is the graph we used. Although we do not think that those classical notions can model each and every notion of this problem (in particular, it has been shown [14] that the structure of G(π) is much more stable than that of Γ (π) under the toric equivalence class), we feel that some of them could be of interest.
